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Option 1. To achieve larger, higher
quality fruit, use a single pollinizer
cultivar that blooms simultaneously with
the primary variety, ‘Valor’; but use a
lower percentage of pollinizer trees than
normally suggested (use a 1:5 ratio
instead of 1:2 or 1:3) and use a very
regular pattern of distribution of the
pollinizer cultivars to achieve even
availability of pollen to insect vectors
(pollinators). We present two such 1:5
plans, “No Offset” in adjacent rows and
“Offset” in adjacent rows (Figure 1).

Note that in the “No Offset”
pattern there are four pollinizers and the
“Offset” also has four in each repeating
set (with row segments six trees long).
Also note that the V trees closest to P in
“No Offset” are two-fifths of total Vs.
These Vs should set the heaviest crops.

TABLE 1

Hexaploid Plum Cultivar Bloom Timing at Geneva, NY and Compatability Notes

Percent of Full
Bloom on

Cultivar May 6, 03 Notes on Self-Compatability

Ariel          70
Autumn Sweet Partially self-fertile
Bluebyrd         ~60 Self-sterile
Bluefre Partially self-fertile
Blues Jam™ (NY 111)           90 Self-fertile
Cacak’s Best           50 Self-sterile
Castleton™           90 Self-fertile
Empress         ~40 Self-sterile, should bloom with Valor
Ersinger           50 Partially self-fertile
French Damson           <5 Self-sterile
Gras Ameliorat           50 Self-sterile
Grengage           80 Partially self-fertile
Improved French Self-fertile
Italian <1 Partially self-fertile
Jam Session™ (NY9041) 20 Self-fertile
Longjohn            60 Self-sterile
Mount Royal Self-sterile
Moyer          ~50 Self-fertile
NY 6™            90 Partially self-fertile
NY 9™            50 Self-fertile
Oullins            60 Self-fertile
Polly            <5 Self-fertile
Pozegaca            <1 Self-fertile
President          ~50 Self-sterile
Richard’s Early Italian              0 Self-sterile, blooms with Stanley
Rosy Gage™ (NY 101)           50 Self-sterile
Seneca            90 Self-sterile
Standard          ~50 Self-sterile
Stanley            0* Self-fertile
Valor          40 Self-sterile
Vanette™          50 Self-sterile, non-reciprocally compatible with Valerie
Valerie        ~50 Self-sterile
Veeblue          50 Self-sterile
Victory          80 Self-sterile
Vision Self-sterile
Voyageur          40 Self-fertile
V33025          50
V70034 = Vibrant          90

*On May 6, 2003 the most advanced half of the Stanley flowers were still in tight bud but showing
white petal. Bloom time numbers with the about sign (~) are estimates.

summary, the “Offset” pattern can be
expected to have slightly heavier total
crop yields and slightly smaller average
fruit size due to closer proximity to
pollenizers.

Option 2. To increase fruit size by
reducing fruit set per tree, use a single
pollinizer that blooms slightly later
(never earlier due to greater frost
probability) than ‘Valor’. The intent is to
cause a slightly poorer pollination
condition and reduce set slightly
compared to what a simultaneous-bloom
pollinizer would achieve.

Option 3.  To decrease fruit size by
increasing fruit set per tree, use a 1:3 ratio
of pollinizers instead of a 1:5 ratio. This
increases pollen availability (Figure 2).

Note that in’“No Offset” 1:3 there
are two levels of crop set expected but
“Offset” 1:3 has three levels of crop set.
The overall set in the “Offset” 1:3 is
expected to be slightly higher with
smaller average fruit size. Note
especially that with both cases of 1:3,
plans the average fruit size is expected
to be smaller due to higher average fruit
set than is expected in the two cases of
1:5 plans.

Option 4. To get even higher
yields, use a 1:2 plan. This is usually ac-
complished by using full pollinizer rows
in every third row to facilitate harvest
efficiency for the pollinizer cultivar,

    V = Valor Tree      P = Pollinizer Tree

NO OFFSET

P P P P
V V V V closest, heaviest set
V V V V further away, middle set
v v v v furthest away, lightest set
V V V V further away, middle set
V V V V closest, heaviest set
P P P P

OFFSET

  V+ P   V+ P
V V V V
V V V V
P   V+ P   V+
V V V V
V V V V

  V+ P   V+ P

   *The orchard alleys run vertically.

Figure. 1. Orchard Design Diagrams with
Pollinizers of Valor planted at a 1:5 ratio
comparing effects of offsetting pollinizers
within adjacent rows versus no offsetting.
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Those Vs in “No Offset” that are at twice
the distance from the Ps also account for
two-fifths of the Valors, and they can be
expected to set lighter than the closest
Vs. The final one-fifth of vs. in “No
Offset” are also the greatest distance
away from the Ps and can be expected to
set the lightest. In summary there are
three levels of fruiting expected in “No
Offset” due to differences in distance
down the row from the pollinizers.

Note that in the “Offset” pattern
we also expect three levels of set in the
‘Valor’ trees. They are designated V, V
and V+. V and  V should set the same as
those trees in the “No Offset”  plan.
However V+ should have an
intermediate level of set between V and
V since it has one or two pollinizers
alongside it in adjacent rows. In




